A DDoS attacker attempts to disrupt a target, by flooding it with illegitimate packets which are generated from a large number of zombies, usurping its bandwidth and overtaxing it to prevent legitimate inquiries from getting through. This paper reports the evaluation results of proposed approach that is used to predict number of zombies using Pace Regression Model. A relationship is established between number of zombies and observed deviation in sample entropy. Various statistical performance measures, such as R 2 , CC, SSE, MSE, RMSE, NMSE, η, MAE are used to measure the performance of the regression model. Network topologies similar to Internet used for simulation are generated using Transit-Stub model of GT-ITM topology generator. NS-2 network simulator on Linux platform is used as simulation test bed for launching DDoS attacks with varied number of zombies. The simulation results are promising as we are able to predict number of zombies efficiently using Pace Regression Model with considerably less error rate.
Introduction
The Internet has become a popular medium of commercial activity and this has raised the risks, both, for attackers and security personnel. DDoS attacks compromise availability of the information system through various means [1, 2] . One of the major challenges in defending against DDoS attacks is to accurately detect their occurrences in the first place. Anomaly based DDoS detection systems construct profile of the traffic normally seen in the network, and identify anomalies whenever traffic deviate from normal profile beyond a threshold [3] . This extension of deviation is normally not utilized.
We use Pace regression [4] based approach that utilize this extension of deviation from detection threshold, to predict number of zombies. A real time estimation of the number of zombies in DDoS scenario is helpful to suppress the effect of attack by choosing predicted number of most suspicious attack sources for either filtering or rate limiting. We have assumed that zombies have not spoof header information of out going packets. Moore et. al [5] have already made a similar kind of attempt, in which they used backscatter analysis to estimate number of spoofed addresses involved in DDoS attack. This is an offline analysis based on unsolicited responses.
Our objective is to find the relationship between number of zombies involved in a flooding DDoS attack and deviation in sample entropy. In order to predict number of zombies, Pace Regression Model is used. To measure the performance of the proposed approach, we have calculated various statistical performance measures. Internet type topologies used for simulation are generated using Transit-Stub model of GT-ITM topology generator [6] . NS-2 network simulator [7] on Linux platform is used as simulation test bed for launching DDoS attacks with varied number of zombies. In our simulation experiments, attack traffic rate is fixed to 25 Mbps in total; therefore, the mean attack rate per zombie is varied from 0.25 Mbps to 2.5 Mbps and total zombie machines range between 10 and 100 to generate attack traffic.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains overview of Pace Regression Model. Section 3 presents various statistical performance measures. Detection scheme is described in Section 4. Section 5 describes experimental setup and performance analysis in details. Model development is presented in Section 6. Section 7 contains simulation results and discussion. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
Pace Regression Model
In its simplest form, regression analysis [8, 9] Pace regression [4] is a form of linear regression analysis that has shown to outperform other types of linear model-fitting methods, particularly when the number of features is large and some of them are mutually dependent. Pace regression includes a form of feature selection, therefore not all features are actually used in the resulting models.
Input and Output:
In Pace Regression Model, a relationship is developed between number of zombies Y (output) and observed deviation in sample entropy X as input. Here X is equal to (H c − H n ). Our proposed regression based approach utilizes this deviation in sample entropy X to predict number of zombies.
Statistical Performance Measures
The different statistical parameters are adjusted during calibration to get the best statistical agreement between observed and simulated variables. Coefficient of determination (R 2 ) is a descriptive measure of the strength of the regression relationship, a measure how well the regression line fit to the data. R 2 is the proportion of variance in dependent variable which can be predicted from independent variable.
The Coefficient of Correlation (CC) can be defined as:
The Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) can be defined as:
The Mean Square Error (MSE) between observed and computed outputs can be defined as:
The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between observed and computed outputs can be defined as:
The Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) between observed and computed outputs can be defined as:
The Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency Index (η) can be defined as:
viii)Mean Absolute Error (MAE): Mean Absolute Error (MAE) can be defined as follows:
where N represents the number of feature vectors prepared, Y o and Y c denote the observed and the simulated values of dependent variable respectively,Ȳ o and σ 2 obs are the mean and the standard deviation of the observed dependent variable respectively.
Detection of Attacks
Here, we will discuss proposed detection system that is part of access router or can belong to separate unit that interacts with access router to detect attack traffic. Entropy [10] based DDoS scheme is used to construct profile of the traffic normally seen in the network, and identify anomalies whenever traffic goes out of profile. A metric that captures the degree of dispersal or concentration of a distribution is sample entropy. Sample entropy H(X) is
where p i is n i /S. Here n i represent total number of bytes arrivals for a flow i in {t − Δ, t} and
The value of sample entropy lies in the range 0 − log 2 N. To detect the attack, the value of H c (X) is being calculated in time window Δ continuously; whenever there is appreciable deviation from H n (X), various types of DDoS attacks are detected. H c (X), and H n (X) give entropy value at the time of detection of attack and entropy value for normal profile respectively.
Experimental Setup And Performance Analysis
In this section, we evaluate our proposed scheme using simulations. The simulations are carried out using NS2 network simulator [7] . We show that false positives and false negatives (or various error rates) triggered by our scheme are considerably less. This implies that profiles built are reasonably stable and are able to predict number of zombies correctly.
Simulation Environment
Real-world Internet type topologies generated using Transit-Stub model of GT-ITM topology generator [6] Figure 1 .
Currently, the majority of the DDoS attacks are flooding, so we will consider detection of a wide range of flooding attacks in this section. The legitimate clients are TCP agents. The attackers are modeled by UDP agents. A UDP connection is used instead of a TCP one because in a practical attack flow, the attacker would normally never follow the basic rules of TCP, i.e. waiting for ACK packets before the next window of outstanding packets can be sent, etc. The attack traffic rate is fixed to 25 Mbps in total; therefore, the mean attack rate per zombie is varied from 0.25 Mbps to 2.5 Mbps. In our experiments, the monitoring time window was set to 200 ms, as the typical domestic Internet RTT is around 100 ms and the average global Internet RTT is 140 ms [11] . Total false positive alarms are minimum with high detection rate using this value of monitoring window. The simulations are repeated and different attack scenarios are compared by varying total number of zombie machines and at fixed attack strengths.
Model Development
In order to predict number of zombies (Ŷ) from deviation (H C − H n ) in entropy value, simulation experiments are done at the same attack strength 25 Mbps in total and varying number of zombies from 10-100 with increment of 5 zombies i.e. the mean attack rate per zombie from 0.25 Mbps-2.5 Mbps. Table 1 represents deviation in entropy with actual number of zombies.
Pace Regression Model is developed using the number of zombies (Y) and deviation (H C −H n ) in entropy value as discussed in Table 1 to fit the regression equation.
Results and Discussion
We have developed Pace Regression Model as discussed in Section 6. Various performance measures are used to check the accuracy of this model.
The number of zombies can be computed and compared with actual number of zombies using proposed regression model. The comparison between actual number of zombies and predicted number of zombies using Pace Regression Model is depicted in Figure 2 .
To represent false positive (falsely predicted normal clients as zombies) and false negative (zombies are identified as normal client), we plot residual error. Positive cycle of residual error curve represents false positive, while negative cycle represents false negative. Table 2 shows residual error for Pace Regression Model. Figure 3 represents residual error for Pace Regression Model. Observed number of Zombies Predicted number of Zombies Figure 2 . Comparison between actual number of zombies and predicted number of zombies using Pace Regression Model. 
Conclusion And Future Work
Recently, a number of highly publicized incidents of DDoS make clear that it is a complex and difficult problem. Several schemes have been proposed on how to defend against these attacks, but they suffer from a range of problems, some of them being impractical and others not being effective against these attacks. This paper investigates suitability of Pace Regression Model to predict number of zombies involved in a flooding DDoS attack from deviation (H c (X) − X n (X)) in sample entropy. 
